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Abstract 
In this paper we investigate radical operations on binomial ideals, i.e. ideals generated by sums 
of at most two terms, especially the L-radical, a-radical and r-radical for an arbitrary extension 
field L of the base field K resp. an arbitrary ordering CI resp. preordering z on K. This is the 
vanishing ideal of the set of L-rational points of the ideal resp. the R-radical for an arbitrary 
real closure R of LY resp. the intersection of the a-radicals for all orders c1 on K containing 7. 
We derive necessary and sufficient conditions on L resp. 7 for these radicals of arbitrary 
binomial ideals to be again binomial and find several cases (incl. L = K and L a real or 
separable closure of K) where this is true. There are counterexamples for the ordinary radical. 
Further we describe algorithms for radical computations and root counting which are designed 
for the special structure of binomial ideals, and we give Bezout-type bounds for the number of 
L-rational points in the case that their number is finite. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 13A10, 13P10, 14PO5, 14499 
1. Introduction 
Polynomial ideals allowing a set of generators consisting of binomials are called 
binomial ideals. They form a distinguished class of ideals, both from a theoretical and 
algorithmic point of view. In the introduction of their paper [7] Eisenbud and Sturmfels 
present a very interesting survey of the ubiquity of binomial ideals.Their paper is most 
relevant for our work. Their results suggested to study radicals of binomial ideals in 
a quite general context. The usual notion of the radical of an ideal is closely related 
to algebraic geometry over algebraically closed fields. There are good reasons to study 
zeros of an ideal a in other extension fields L of the base field K. The vanishing ideal 
of the set of the L-rational points of a is called the L-radical of a. Varying the field L 
in special classes of field extensions gives rise to variants of the notion of an L-radical. 
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Notably, the real radicals of real algebraic geometry deserve special attention. In this 
paper we study quite general radicals of polynomial ideals and focus on two main 
problems: 
Is the radical of a binomial ideal still a binomial ideal? 
Are there special algorithms to compute the radical of a binomial ideal? 
Section 2 presents the basic results about binomial ideals we are going to use. We 
first list various statements of the Eisenbud-St~fels paper [7]. Besides that we prove 
a Bezout-type bound for the cardinali~ of the set of L-rational points of a binomial 
ideal provided this set is finite. Special attention is given to that part of field theory that 
is associated with binomial ideals. Roughly speaking, we have to study Kummer theory 
without roots of unities. Results of M. Kneser concerning this topic are influential at 
many places of this paper. 
In the subsequent section we study radicals of ideals from an axiomatic point of 
view. We introduce what we call a radical operation which assigns to an ideal of 
a K-algebra another ideal of the same algebra subject to some natural axioms. We have 
two reasons to present this axiomatic approach. First of all, the instances of radicals of 
ideals mentioned above ask for a unified treatment. Secondly, starting with these axioms 
it can be clarified why or why not radicals of binomial ideals are again binomial ideals. 
This will be made apparent in Section 4 where we show that the radicals of the 
special ideals 
decide whether the radical of an arbitrary binomial ideal is a binomial ideal. In addition, 
the method of the proof suggests an algorithm to compute the radical even if it is not 
a binomial ideal. The essential additional idea we follow is the suggestion from [7] 
to decompose the affine variety of a into cells and to study the cells via Laurent 
polynomial rings. 
In Section 5 we use the reduction to the special ideals just mentioned to characterize 
the fietd extensions L j K such that the L-radicals of arbitrary binomial ideals over K 
are again binomial ideals. This is true in interesting cases as 
(i) L=K, 
(ii) L = Ksep, the separable closure, 
(iii) L=R, a real closure. 
If K is not perfect there are binomial ideals with a non-binomial (usual) radical. In addi- 
tion, the various radicals occurring in real algebraic geometry are also studied in detail. 
The concluding Section 6 is devoted to deriving various algorithms to study the 
following problems: 
- Determine dim and irreducible components; 
- Decide the existence of points; 
- Find cardinalities if the set of L-points is finite; 
- Compute radicals. 
It is our aim to design algorithms which benefit from the special structure of binomial 
ideals. Again, the decomposition into cells is the basic idea to start with. 
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2. Binomial ideals and radical extensions 
In this section we present the notions and basic results we are going to use. Let 
K be a field and K[_X] = K[Xr , . . . ,X,] be the polynomial ring in n variables over K. 
Any product t = ny=, Xi”, ri E N U (0) is referred to as a term. Elements at, a E K, t 
a term are called monomials, and binomials are the sums of two monomials, both of 
which may be zero. 
Let dC{l,. . . , n}. We say a term (resp. binomial) is built over d if only variables 
4 with i E A occur in the presentation of the term (resp. binomial). 
An ideal a 4 K[_X] is said to be a binomial ideal or just binomial if it can be 
generated by a set of binomials. Clearly, this generating set can be chosen to be finite. 
An algorithm to detect whether a given ideal is binomial is based on the following 
characterization, cf. [7, Proposition 1.11: 
Proposition 1. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) a is binomial, 
(ii) for some term order the reduced Griibner basis of a consists of binomials, 
(iii) for every term order the reduced Griibner basis of a consists of binomials. 
As immediate consequences we get [7, (1.2) (1.3)]: 
Corollary 2. (i) Zf L ) K zs an extension field then a is binomial if’ and only if a L[_X] 
is binomial. 
(ii) If a is binomial then every elimination ideal an K[X,, . . ,X,] is again a bi- 
nomial ideal. 
(iii) Zf a, a’ are binomial ideals and bl, . . . , b, ideals in K[_X] generated by mo- 
nomials then 
(a+a’)n(a+bi)n...n(a+b,) 
is a binomial ideal. If a’ = 0 then this intersection equals a + b where b is generated 
by monomials. 
Note that the intersection of binomial ideals is rarely binomial. 
If A,B are two K-algebras we denote the set of K-algebra homomorphisms A + B 
by HomK(A,B). If L is any extension field of K then the set of L-points of a 
&(a) = {x E L” 1 f(x) = 0 for every f E a} 
is canonically bijective to HomK (K[_X]/a,L). If L =K, the algebraic closure of K, 
we set V(a) = I$(a). As proposed by Eisenbud-Sturmfels the affine variety I’( a) is 
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decomposed into cells Vd( a), A C { 1,. . . , n}. Setting 
(KX )d = {(x1 ,...,x,,)EK”I~~#O for iEA,xi=O for i$A} 
we define 
VA(a) = (KX )A n v(a). 
Clearly, 
V(a)= U V’(a). 
A c { I,...,n} 
We just write VA = V“(a) if no confusion is to be expected. Let now a be a bi- 
nomial ideal generated by a set of binomials {bt,. . . ,b,}. We want to analyze the 
non-emptiness of a cell V’(a)=V’, AG{l,...,n}. Let TCA:K[_X]-+K[XI:/~EA] be 
the K-algebra homomorphism defined by 
A’i++Xi if iEA, 
Xi H 0 if i@A. 
Set ad = q(a) and ai = ad K[Xi,Xi-’ / i E A] the extended ideal in the Laurent poly- 
nomial ring. Further write 
Ad := K[&,&.-’ / i E Al/a:. 
We then find that, in a canonical way, 
Lemma 3. 
- 
VA N HomK(AA,K) 
Everything can be read off any fixed set of generators bl, . . . , b, of a. There are three 
types of generators among the hi’s: 
(1) bi is built over A, 
(2) b, = mjt - a’xjlt’ where a,a’ E K, j, j’ # A, t, t’ terms, 
(3) bi = at - a’xjt’ where a E KX, a’ E K, j$ A, t a term built over A, t’ any term. 
We first conclude: 
Lemma 4. Assume VA #O then 
(i) none of bl,...,b$ is of type (3), 
(ii) aA is generated by the generators of type (1) 
(iii) a + Cied (~)=a&[~] + ci@A (xi). 
The natural projection K” s KA induces a regular map V(a) 2 V(aA ) if there are 
no generators of type (3). We get 
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Lemma 5. Zf Vd #O then: (i) the mapping p : V(a) + V( aA ) is surjective and admits 
the section s : V(ad ) ----t V(a), 
S((Xi)iEA)=(yl,...,Yn) where Yi = 
Xi if i E A, 
0 if i @ A, 
(ii) the fibers of p are described by binomial ideals. 
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that generators of type (3) are missing. 
(ii) Obvious. Cl 
Non-empty cells for distinct sets A and A’ of indices are not unrelated. Theorem (4.1) 
of [7] is a very interesting complete result. We only need a trivial part of it. 
Assume A’ 2 A C { 1,. . . , n}. We will use the projection 
p’ (KX)A+(Kx)A’, .I (Xl,. ..A) I--+ (Yl,...,Y,), 
where yi = xi if i E A’ and yi = 0 for i 6 A’. Applying 4, (i) by replacing { 1,2,. . . , TZ} 
by A and the A of 4 by A’ we readily derive: 
Lemma 6. Zf A’ 2 A and VA’, VA # 0 then p( VA) c VA’. 
The final analysis of VA depends on the structure of the ideal a: U K[&,Xi-’ 1 i E A]. 
We may set A={l,..., n} and write K[X*] := K[Xi ,..., &,X1-’ ,..., &-‘I. The Lau- 
rent polynomial ring is isomorphic to the group algebra K[Z”] and admits the basis 
{~El~~Z”} with ~?~=(rni,... ,m,), gz = fly Xi”‘. These elements are units. An ideal 
a a K[X’] is calledbinomial or a binomial ideal if it can be generated by a set of 
elements of the type xn - a, a E K. 
Note that the binomial ideals of K[X*] are just the extensions b* of binomial 
ideals b of K[_X]. In fact, b* is generated by binomials a&!-? - bi. Conversely, if a 
is generated by the elements {Pi -ai}icl then a = b* where b = (& -a@‘>- ) i E I), 
E+=(..., SUp(mi,O),...), me=(-FJ)+, m=TJ+ -?7-. 
Let a be a binomial ideal in K[X*], a#K[x*]. Then necessarily a#0 if 
XE - a E a. Now let a be generated 
Let L=(ml,... ,mk) be the sublattice 
3 H ai 
byxc-ai, i=l,..., k where ~EZ”,aiEKX. 
of Z” generated by 3,. . . , mk. The assignment - 
can be extended to a character p : L - Kx , i.e. a homomorphism (L, +) -+ (KX, .). To 
see this we need the following rules (where m, d E Z”, a, b E Kx ): 
(1) 
(2) 
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The first one is obtained by multiplying the original congruence with a-‘X_-“. The 
second one follows from the identity 
a) + u@? - b). (3) 
cfZ1 pi% EL where Li, /pi E Z. From (1) and (2) we get 
k 
II a: E a. 
i=l 
Since a # K[_X* ] we conclude fit, ak = nf=, a:. Therefore we can define 
(4) 
Any pair (L,p) defines a binomial ideal # K[_X* 1: 
I(& PI := (P - Pet!) I m E L) 
and the above considerations have shown 
a=gT-al,... x3 - ak > = I@, P>, (5) 
where 
L = (3,. . . ,mk), p as in (4). 
(provided a # K[_X* 1). We have 
I(-bp)nK[xl,..., X,] = ({p’ - p(m)XE- ) m E L}) (6) 
cf. [7, Corollary 2.51. 
We need further basic results about binomial ideals in K[_X* ] already proven in [7]. 
In particular, we need that (L,p) is uniquely determined by a. 
We will apply the elementary divisor theorem to get this and other facts. Every 
lattice automorphism 9 : Z” 4 Z” gives rise to a K-algebra automorphism 
@:K[_X*]--tK[_X*]],~~++X . v(m) 
We will use appropriate automorphisms to normalize binomial ideals and note first 
@ V(L PI) = 4$+), P O v-l >. (7) 
Given any sublattice L C Z”, the elementary divisor theorem provides a basis 3,. . , s 
of Z?’ and the elementary divisors ~1,. , rd E h! such that 
(i) rl(r2(“+d> 
(ii) rl2,. . , ?-dud is a Z-basis of L. 
(8) 
- 
From the computational point of view we want to stress that finding 3,. . . ,s and 
rl, . . . , rd can be achieved by doing Euclidean algorithm finitely often. In fact, represent 
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a set of generators of L as the columns of a matrix A. Then finding vi,. . ,3 and 
q , . , r,i amounts to computing unimodular matrices U, V satisfying 
rl 
0 
V-‘AU = 
. . 
0 . 
, rl b-21 . (rd. 
rd 
(9) 
Any existence proof based on the Euclidean algorithm provides a way to compute 
all data, cf. [ 161 e.g. In our present situation, the condition (i) in (8) is not needed. 
Hence, in computing U, V we can stop once a diagonal matrix V-‘AU is obtained. 
Suppose unimodular matrices U, V have been found satisfying 
v-‘Au= 
f-1 
i . 
0 
. . 
rd 
where we do not assume rl jr21 . . Ird. The columns 2,. . ,v, of V form a Z-basis of 
Z” and rlvl,..., r&j a Z-basis of L. Let 
Sat(L) = {w E Z” ) 3k E Z\(O) : kw E L} 
be the saturated hull of L, cf. [7]. Then Sat(L) = (2,. . . ,%) and [Sat(L) : L] = rlr2 . . . rd. 
In the case d = n, i.e. Sat(L) = Z”, we see that ny=, ri is the volume of a fundamental 
domain of L. 
Assume that 2,. . . , v,, r-1,. . . , rd as in (8) have been computed. V-’ induces the auto- 
morphism cp : 22” + if”,3 H ei where 5 denotes the ith standard basis vector (0,. . . ,O, 1, 
0 , . . . ,O) (1 at the ith slot). Then q(L) = (rlel, . . . , r&d) and we get 
tj(L(L,p))= (&’ - p(rl3), . . . ,x2 - p(rd%))y (10) 
K[_X’ ]/a z zq_x* ]/q?(a) z 
@WI,..., xd]/(xL’ - p(rl VI >, . . . ,x7 - p(rd&)))[xdyIt.. . 7xn*‘]. (11) - 
Proposition 7. Assume a = Z(L, p), then 
(i) dim a = n - dimzL, 
(ii) L={~EP/~~EK~ :X”-Ada}. 
Proof. (i) Follows from (11). 
(ii) It is enough to show that m E L if KE c a mod a for some a E Kx . Assume 
XE - a E a. Then X_v@) - a E @ (Z(L, p)). Using Xi” - ai E @(a) for i = 1,. . . , d we find 
XV(~) E a’Xsl . . xQX”“+ . . . X”J~ mod a > - I dd+l n 
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where u’EK~, O<si < ri for i=l,..., d. Set a=(@(a),Xd+i - l,..., X, - 1). Then 
pJp . . 
I 2 . X2 - a” E b where a” = au’- 1 E Kx . From 
K[_X* ]/b 2 K[Xl,. . . ,&1/(X;’ - al,. . . ,X2 - ad) 
and a Griibner basis argument we conclude si = . . . =sd = 0, 
EEL. 0 
From ( 10) we get a parameterization of the algebraic set V(a): 
V(a)={(xl,...,x,)EKXnjf(x)=O for all f Ea}. 
The automorphism cp induces a rational isomorphism 
cp:KXn+KXn,(x ,,..., x,,) t-+ (&q) ,..., ~$3)) 
satisfying 
cp($, . . )&S) = (x, ,...,.h),cP(V(@(a))) = V(a). 
Hence 
V(a)= u cp((a, xn-d ,...,&) X K 
-d (01 ,...> 4 EK 
a,“=p(r,t+) - 
and we can state 
i.e. cp(m 
(12) 
Proposition 8. V(a) decomposes over K into rational irreducible components of di- 
mension n - d, d = dim L. If charK = 0 or char K ,Yqr2 ’ . . rd then the number of 
irreducible components is rl t-2 . rd. 
Let us return to a binomial ideal a ClK[X, ,...,&I. Then VA(a)#O if and only if 
we have a: #K[Xi,Xi-’ 1 i E A]. Each non-empty cell is therefore characterized by a lat- 
tice LA & ZA and a character pA : LA + KX. Th us we find a list of data (LA,pA)A where 
A runs through the subsets of { 1,. . , n} satisfying VA(a) # 8. 
This list contains a great amount of information, in particular, the algorithms in 
Section 6 will make use of it. In this section we will use it to derive a Bezout-type 
result for binomial ideals and to describe Spec A with A = K[Xl, . . . ,&]/a and dim a. 
Proposition 9. Let K be an injinite jield, a ClK[X, , . . . ,X,,] a binomial ideal generated 
by binomials of degree at most d. Assume that &(a) is a jinite set. Then 
6) #&(a) I d”, 
(ii) #VK(a) < 3”, ifK is a real$eld. 
Proof. We start with the decomposition &(a) = lJ V,“(a) where A runs through the 
subsets of { 1,. , n}. Suppose that V,d(a) = VA(a) n &(a) is not empty. For the sake 
of simplicity, set A = { 1,. . . , s}. From (10) we may take that VA(a) is described by 
a set of equations 
X(’ =a,,...,&5 =a r, r 5 s. 
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Since V,d(a) is finite and non-empty we get r =s, i.e. ai is zero-dimensional. In 
addition, if K is a real field, we find #Vk < 2$ since the only roots of unities in K 
are f 1. This leads to 
#&(a)< 2 (92’=3” 
s=o 
if K is real. This bound in fact appears, take K = R, 
a=(Xf’(Xf” - 1) ,..., X:(ZY,“~ - l)), ki, Zj > 1. 
To prove (i) we consider the case I+( a) # { (0,. . . , 0)) and choose A, say A = { 1, . . . , r}, 
minimal among the non-empty sets A’ C { 1,. . . , n} with non-empty V,“‘(a). We will 
apply the projection maps in Lemmata 5 and 6: p : V(a) -+ V(ad ) and p : Vd’ + VA” 
whenever both cells are non-empty. 
We claim that V(Q) is finite, i.e. qA is O-dimensional. In fact, V(aA) = Ud, c d VA’(a). 
Suppose 8 s A’ s A and VA’ #@. The projection p : VA + VA’ clearly maps- Vk into 
Vk’. By assumption, Vi’ = 8 showing VA’ = 0. Hence V(qA ) c (0,. . . , 0) U VA and the 
latter set is finite. 
The mapping p induces a surjection F: Q(a) 4 &(qA). Given x = (xi,. . . ,x,) E 
&(a) we denote by b 4 K[X,+l,..., X,] the binomial ideal obtained by inserting 
xi,...,xr for Xi , . . . ,X,. in the given set of binomial generators. Then 
PI-‘(P(x))={(x,,...,x~,~,+I,...,~,)EK” I(Y,+I,...,.Y,)E Mb)}. 
The zero-dimensional ideal aA 4 K[X, , . . .,&I is generated by binomials of degree 
at most d, hence #VK(qA ) 2 d’. Since r > 1 and for each x E &(a) the ideal b 4 
K[X+I,..., X,] is generated by binomials of degree at most d we apply induction to 
get #J+(b) <d”-‘. Putting both bounds together the claim follows once we have settled 
the beginning of the induction, i.e. n = 1. In this case, let a = (bi, . . . , b,) aK[X]. Then 
a = (b), b = gcd(bi,. . . , b,) and the results follows. 0 
Now consider any A C { 1,. . . ,n} and any prime ideal q 4 K[Xi,Xi-’ 1 i E A] which 
contains a:. Set 
n := 7~7’ (q n K[Xi ( i E A]). (13) 
Then p is a prime ideal of K[_X] containing a. From p the data A and q can be 
recovered: A = {i IX, $p}, q = nA(n)*. 
Conversely, if p is a given prime ideal of K[_X], a C p then define A and q as above. 
Then q is a prime ideal in the Laurent polynomial ring and p and (A, q) are linked by 
( 13). We summarize 
Proposition 10. (i) The assignment (A, q) H p from above is a bijection between 
ud:V-‘#!~ Spec AA and Spec A. 
(ii) dima= max{]A( - dimLA ) V’#fJ}. 
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Proof. (i) Proved above. (ii) Apply (i) and Proposition 7. Cl 
The final topic of this section is the class of zero-dimensional binomial ideals a. 
More precisely, we are interested in the residue fields of maximal ideals in A = 
K[Xl,. . . ,_&]/a. They turn out to be radical extensions of K and the properties of 
such extensions are vital for our main results. The radical extensions encountered here 
are of the type L = luffi,. . . ,‘a) where the radicands ai E K, i = I,. . . , n and where 
we denote by fi any of the solutions of Xe = a in the algebraic losure E of K. 
Proposition 11. Let a be a zero-dimensional binomial ideal and m a maximal ideal 
of K[_X], u C m. Then K[Xl,. . . ,X,J/m = K($$, . . . ,w) for suitable ai E K, ri E N 
and roots 2j@ (i = 1,. . . , n). 
Proof. Using Proposition 10 and (11) we may assume a = (X;’ - al,. . . ,.X2 - ad) CI 
I([Xl,..., Xb] for some d < n and al, , . , , ad E KX . Now the claim follows. q 
In the situation of Section 5 we will deaf with radical extensions FlK contained in 
a given extension field L 2 K. Separability and degree of FIK have to be studied. We 
first show 
Proposition 12. _ Let L 1 K be a field extension. The following statements are equiv- 
alent: 
(i) char K=O or char K=p and Ki?LP=Kp, 
(ii) every radical extension of K in L is a separable extension. 
Proof. (i) + (ii) Set xi =z, ri = p”lfi, p ,/‘A. Then ai E K fl LP”’ = Kp”‘, ai = bp”’ for 
some bi E K and xi’; = bj. Hence, every xi is separable over K. (ii} + (i) Let char K = p 
and assume a f (K n LP)\Iup. Then K( $6) 2 L and fi is not separable over K. 0 
The question of the degree of radical extensions has been dealt with in several 
papers. See [lo] but also [8, 91. In [IO] Kneser proves a Kummer theory type result 
without assuming roots of unities in K. We follow his approach. If F is any field we 
set 
If F = K(!!, . . . , m), we denote by 
(F,‘fi,...,‘&) 
the subgroup of FX generated by KX U (I;t/;;r, . . . , $6). 
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This subgroup contains KX, its factor group modulo KX is finite and it generates F 
as a field extension of K. More generally, we consider a subgroup C < KX and the 
field extension K(C) where we assume 
CIKX is finite. 
A set of coset representatives of C/& is a K-basis of K(C). Hence 
[K(C):K]<[C:KX]. (14) 
Proposition 13. ZfK(C)lK is a separable extension then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) [K(C) : K] = [C : KX], 
(ii) (a) for every prime number p we have p( p, K) n C 2 K, 
(b) ifl+&i~C then ~EK. 
In the proof Kneser uses the following splitting property. Retain the hypothesis on 
C and consider a group D satisfying KX < D < CX. 
Lemma 14. The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) [K(C):K]=[C:KX], 
(ii) (a) [K(D) : K] = [D : KX], 
(b) C~IK(D)~ =D, 
(c) [K(C) : K(D)] = [C : D]. 
The proof of the non-trivial direction (i) + (ii) follows from (14) and this chain of 
inequalities: 
[C:KX]=[K(C):K]=[K(C):K(D)][K(D):K] 
<[K(D)XC:K(D)X][D:KX]=[C:CnK(D)x][D:Kx] 
<[C:D][D:KX]=[C:KX]. 0 
Maximal ideals of K[X,, . . ,X,] are exactly the vanishing ideals of x = (xl,. . . ,x,) E 
K”, i.e. 
m, = ker(K[Xl,. . . ,X,] --+ K(xl, . . .,x,)) where X; H xi, i = 1,. . , n. 
IfxI=...=x,=O,m’=ker(K[X,+~,...,X,]-tK(x,+~,...,x,))thenm,=(Xl,...,X,)+ 
m’KIX1,. . . ,X,1. Hence, in characterizing binomial maximal ideals we may restrict at- 
tention to points x E (KX )“. x is called separable if K(xl,. . . ,xn) is a separable field 
extension. 
Theorem 15. Let x E (KX )” be a separable point. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) nt, is a binomial ideal, 
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(ii) [K(x), . . . , xn):K]=[(KX,x I,..., x,):KX]. 
If m, is binomial then a set of generators is given as ~~lI5ws~ 
j=l 
Proof. (i) + (ii) Set m = tn,. Then the extension ideal m* UK[x*] is binomial. 
Hence m* = I(& p) where L = (111) xm E Kx }, p(m) =xE according to Proposition 7. In 
addition, dim L = n - dim rn& = n. Hence, for each i we find x7 E Kx for some ri E N. 
Consequently, C := (KX,xi ,. . . ,x,) has a finite factor group C’IKx and the character 
p : Z” -+ KX, pn H xm induces an isomo~hism Z”,f~s @IKx. The order of the genera- 
tors x!~ =xiKx of C/Kx are prime to the characteristic p of K in case charK >O. In fact, 
if xp” E K x then xs E K x since K(xi)/K is a separable extension. Thus, if p = charK > 0 
then p ,/‘[Z” : L]. We have [Z” : L] = HomK(K[X_]*/I(L, p),K) = #V(Z(L, p)). On the 
other hand 
Vf m* ) = Y(m) = { y f Kn / y conjugate to zr}. 
This means #V(m*) = [K(xl,. . . ,x,) : K] since K(x , , . . . , xn )/K is supposed to be sep- 
arable. Now [K(xl, . . . , x,):K]=[C:KX] is proved. 
(ii) * (i) Let u s fi t rs exploit Lemma 14. Choose y E C. Then [K(D)(y): K(D)] = 
[{Q 7) : D], by applying Lemma 14 first to (I), y) and C and next to D, (D, of. Let 
s = order of y modD. We deduce Irr(~, K(D)) = XS - xS. 
In the situation of our theorem we find 
Irr(xj, K(x,, . . . , 
j=l 
In particular, [K(xt , . . . , xn) : K] = fi f2 . . . fn. Let a be generated by the polynomials 
xlf; -ci nT=, X17’. Since a C m there is an epimorphism K[&, . . . ,Xn]/a --H K(xl, . . . ,x,). 
A Griibner basis argument shows that K[Xl , . . . ,&]/a has dimension fi . . . fn, and the 
epimorphism has to be bijective entailing a = tn. 0 
We want to emphasize that Kneser’s result, Proposition 13, provides an easy criterion 
for checking the equality [K(C) : K] = [C : K “1. 
Separable extensions K(C)/K satisfying this equality allow a strong going-down 
theorem for binomial ideals which will be used in Section 5. 
Proposition 16. Let K(C) be a finite separable field extension of K satisfying 
[K(C):K]=[C:KX]. Let b<lK(C)[Xt , . . . ,_&I be a bi~o~iaI ideal generated by bi- 
nu~iafs of the type XE - cxz with c E C U (0). Then 
bnKIXI,...,X,] 
is a binomial ideal. 
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Proof. We have a presentation K[Ti,. . . , r,] ---u K(C), G ++ xi with a binomial 
kernel m, where C = (Kx,xi,. . . ,x,.). If b=XE - c.C is one of the gene- 
rators then, by assumption, c = a n; x7, a E K. We assign to b the binomial 
~=X”-UI]:~~‘.X”EK[T~ ,..., T,.,Xi ,..., X,]. Let aaK[Z’l,..., X,] be generated by 
m and all the binomials g obtained in this way. It is a general fact in ideal theory that 
bnqx,,... ,x,] =anK[xl , . . .,X,]. In our present situation, b nK[X,, . . . ,X, J turns 
out to be an elimination ideal of a binomial ideal, hence is binomial by Corollary 2(i). 
q 
3. Radicals of ideals 
In this section we introduce various notions of radicals of ideals which naturally 
appear when algebraic geometry is studied over non-algebraically closed fields. We 
end up with an axiomatic framework for radical operations. Any such operation assigns 
an ideal a* to a given ideal a subject o certain conditions. The axioms we list seem 
quite natural. Radical operations tudied by Laksov [13, 141 and others fit into this 
framework. In addition, we will characterize those radical operations for which a* is 
a binomial ideal whenever a is of such type, see Section 4. 
Let K denote a field with algebraic closure r, A an affine K-algebra and L]K any 
extension. We are interested in the set of all K-geometric points V = HomK(A, z) and 
its set of L-geometric points ?$ = HomK(A,L) . 
In the natural way, A gives rise to rings of actions on Y with values in R and on 
V, with values in L, respectively. Next let a be an ideal of A. We set 
V,(a)={xEE]f(.x)=O for all YEa}, V(a) = Q(a). 
In a natural way, 
G(a) = HomK(A/a, L). 
In addition we denote by 
&==(f~AIf=0 on Q(a)} 
the vanishing ideal of Y,(a) in A and say that 
$& is the L-radical of a. 
Now let K be a real (= formally real) field. Then there are field extensions of special 
interest. The real closures of K are the maximal real algebraic extensions of K. If R 
is a real closure of R then, by the Artin-Schreier theory [.5, Chap. I] 
Lemma 17. (i) R2 is the unique order of R, 
(ii) R #r, R(G) = K:. 
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Hence, a real closure R of K induces an order a := R2 fl K on K. The Artin-Schreier 
theory states 
Lemma 18. (i) Every order c( on K is induced by a real closure L. 
(ii) Two real closures of K are K-conjugate if and only if they induce the same 
order on K. 
If the order 0: of K is given then a real closure R inducing CI is called a real closure of 
a and denoted by R,. From Lemma 18 we get that R, is unique up to conjugacy over K. 
The residue field k(x) of a point x E Y(a) is the algebraic extension field x(A/a) 
of K. x is called real if k(x) is real which 
contained in some real closure R of K. Hence, 
&(a) = {x E Y(a) 1 x real} 
satisfies 
is equivalent to requiring k(x) to be 
the set of real points 
I&(a) = U I$( a), R the real closures of K. 
The sets &{a) and &(a) are the two extremes when considering real points. There is 
need to consider intermediate cases as can be seen e.g. in Section 5. To this end we 
make use of the notion of a preorder r of K. By definition, cf. [5, Chap. I], z is any 
subset of K satisfying z + z 2 z, z . T C z, K2 2 z, - 1 $! z. 
The smallest preorder of a real field is the set of all sums of squares: 
the maximal ones are exactly the orders a of K. By the Artin-Schreier theory we have 
the intersection theorem 
T’=r n CI, a order of K such that z C CY. 
We then introduce the set of z-points 
V,(a) = U VR( a), R the real closures of K inducing orders CI 2 z. 
If z = x K2 then Y,(a) = I&(a). If z = EY. an order of K and R, a Jixed real closure of 
c( then &(a) = {x E V(a) 1 x conjugate to a point in &,(a)}. 
In general, K(a) = lJ &(a) w h ere tl ranges over all orders a > z. Finally, we define 
the z-radical $5 of a to be the vanishing ideal of K(a) in A. We have 
Lemma 19. (i) fi=fi,,, $6, 
(ii) 6 = $6, R, any fixed real closure of CC. 
The first statement follows from the definition, the second one from the description 
of &(a). 
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To cover the cases of the various radicals considered so far we introduce the fol- 
lowing setting: 
Q an extension field (not necessarily algebraically closed), 
9 a family of extension fields of K in 52. 
Then we set 
I%(o)= u 6(o), 
LEY 
LaLa = vanishing ideal of V’(a) = n $6 
LEY 
and call “fi the dp-radical of a. 
In [13, p. 78, Definition 21 or 114, p. 3241 Laksov introduces a certain radical of 
an ideal relative to a field extension of a field K. We do not follow his notation but 
write LaL(a) for this Laksov-radical. Back in our situation we get for any extension 
field LIK 
In general, these two radicals differ. However, if L contains r or there exists for each 
n E N a polynomial p,(&, . . . , X,) such that V,(p,)= 0 then Laksov’s investigations 
apply to yield 
LaL( a) = $6 
In some sense this means that $6 has found an equational description. For real base 
fields very distinguished escription have been deduced, e.g. 
&i= jEAIS2N+k&Ea for some N, sEN, UjEt, giEA . 
i I==1 1 
This follows from the Artin-Lang homomo~hism theorem, cf. [4, 5] but also (31 where 
general results about the K-radical are proved. 
Y-radicals and Laksov’s radical are the prototypes for the general radical operations 
we are now going to introduce. Let 59 be a class of K-algebras closed under forming ho- 
momorphic images and quotient rings A,, A E 92, s E A. A radical operation in %? assigns 
to each algebra A and an ideal a 4 A an ideal a* U A subject o the following axioms: 
Axiom 20. (I) a C a*, (a*)* = a*, 
(II) a* = a, 
(III) (ail 6)’ = a* I? b*, 
(IV) if a, b Cl A, a C b then (b/a)* = b*/a, 
(V) if cp :A --+ B is an algebra homomo~hism and b U B then (p-‘(b))* 5 cp-‘(b*), 
(VI) (a&)* =a*A, for every aClA, SEA 
We call a” the *-radical of a. An ideal a satisfying a = a* is called *-radical. 
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Proposition 21. In the class of afine K-algebras the assignments a +-+ fi and 
Q H LaL(a) are radical operations. 
Proof. In the case of LaL(a) the proof can be found in [ 131. We have +$i= n,,,fi. 
That a +-+ “Z defines a radical operation is readily checked. The general case follows 
from the observation that every family of radical operations {a H a*i}i,l gives rise to 
a new radical operation by setting a* := nja*i. 17 
Some radical operations allow a stronger version of (VI), namely 
( aAs)* = a*As 
for an arbitrary multiplicative semigroup. Examples are \5/;;, LaL(a) and ;/;;. Also some 
satisfy a further axiom 
(VII) (aA[T])* = a*A[T]. 
Examples are: LaL(a) if L is infinite, fl if there is no finite bound for the cardinalities 
of the fields L in 9. Hence, &i, ;/;; are instances. 
A further remark is of interest. If A is noetherian then every minimal prime ideal p 
of a* satisfies p = p* as follows from (I), (III). Hence in this case the *-radical is the 
intersection of *-radical prime ideals. 
The following result is of great importance for the computation of *-radicals of 
binomial ideals. In the case of a quotient ring As with canonical mapping i : A + As, 
a H y and aUAs we write, as usual, a ftA to denote i-‘(a) 4 A. 
Proposition 22. Let s, ,..., .s,EA and s=s~s~....s~. Then for every radical operation 
we have 
a*=[(aA,)*nA]nn(a,si)*. 
i=l 
Proof. Every radical ideal b satisfies the identity 
b=(bA,nA)nn(b,si). 
This applies to b = a*. Since (aA,)* = a*A, we get 
a* =((aA,)* nA)fIfl(a*,si). 
Now using (I), (III) we derive 
a* z= a** =((aA,)* ClA)* nn(a*,,)*. 
From (I), (V) we deduce i-‘(a&>* = [i-‘(CL&>]*. Using (I) we find a” C (a,si)* and 
finally (Cl*,si)* =(a,s;)*. 0 
The last proof essentially used that the *-radical is a radical ideal. Much more 
is true. The decomposition as in Proposition 22 in turn implies that a* is a radical 
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ideal. More precisely, assume the properties (I), (VI) and that a* admits the decom- 
position of Proposition 22. We then deduce that a* = &? In fact, let s” E a*. Then 
(aA,)* = a*A, = A,. Hence, a* = (a,.~)* implying s E a*. 
An algebra is said to be *-reduced if (0)* = 0. In this terminology, a* is the smallest 
of the ideals b > a such that A/b is *-reduced. Axiom (V) means that pre-images 
of *-radical ideals are *-radical. It is also equivalent to the “continuity” condition: 
cp( a* ) C [cp( a)]*. Hence, isomorphisms A -$ B are compatible with forming the 
*-radical: cp(a)* = cp(a*). Now (IV) can be generalized as follows: if cp : A -+ B is an 
epimorphism and ker cp 2 a then cp(a* ) = (q(a))*. 
4. Radicals of binomial ideals 
In this section we show that the computation of the *-radical of a binomial ideal 
can be reduced to the determination of the *-radicals of ideals of the type (Xf - aI, 
. . . ,Xr’; -a,) aK[Xl,. . .,X8], r 2 s, ai E KX. If the radical operation even satisfies the 
axiom (VII) - (aA[T])* = a*A[T]* - the *-radicals of such ideals with r =s suffice. 
As a first consequence we get a general characterization of radical operations for which 
a* is a binomial ideal whenever a is binomial. In the subsequent section this general 
statement will be made more explicit for L-radicals and r-radicals. We also derive the 
fact that the cells VA(a) and the *-radicals of af completely determine a*. This leads 
to the algorithms in Section 6 the basic principles of which are already explained at 
the end of this section. 
Theorem 23. Let a H a* be a radical operation in the class of ajine K-algebras. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) for every binomial ideal a Cl K[X,, , , , ,X,1, n E N the *-radical a* is again 
binomial, 
(ii) the *-radical is binomial for all ideals of the type 
ar,,s=(Xji -ai ,..., X;‘; -a,)QK[X, ,..., X,], 
where r I_ s, ai EKX. 
If the radical operation additionally satisfies axiom (VII), then it is sujticient in 
(ii) to consider the zero-dimensional ideals ar,r. 
The proof proceeds in various steps. Of course, (i)+ (ii). So let us assume the 
hypothesis in (ii). We draw several consequences. 
(I) a <I K[X,], a binomial then a* binomial. 
Proof of (I). a is a principal ideal. Its generator forms a Grobner basis, hence has to be 
a binomial Xk(X’ - a), a E K (we set X =X1). If a = 0 then (Xk+‘)* = (dm)* = 
(X)*. Thus (Xk+‘)* = (1) or (Xk+‘)* =(X). If a #O then (J?‘(X’ - a))* = 
[@)n(X’ - a)]* = (Xk)* n(x’ - a)* which turns out to binomial. q 
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(11) a QK[X], a binomial ideal, d C { 1,. . . ,a} then 
bd := (a&[&X;-’ 1 i E .4])* nK[Xj / i E A] 
and rr;’ (b4) are binomial ideals. 
Proof of (II). Since nT’(b4) = b&_X] i- Ci,,(Xj) the second claim follows from the 
first. We may assume d = { 1,. . . ,s}_ Then 
Since x4(a) is a binomial ideal we see that c := a: is a binomial ideal in K[X*]. 
Once c* turns out to be binomial we conclude by (6) that b4 is a binomial ideal. We 
choose an automorphism 40 (as in Section 2) of K[X_*] to transform c into an ideal 
Cl =(Xjl; --a I)...) JY; -a,)~K[Xr,...,&]x ,__. ,5&. 
Because of c* = q(c)* = cp(c*) and the fact that binomiality is preserved under cp-’ 
we can restrict attention to cl. Clearly, ci = ar,sK[Xi,. . . ,&]x ,,_. X, with a,.,.$ as above. 
Then CT = az,K[Xi,. . . ,X’]X,...X, and the claim follows from the hypothesis. Cl 
(III) a a binomial ideal, M a set of monomials then there is a further set of mono- 
mials Ml such that 
(a + (AI))* = a* + (M) + (MI ). 
The proof makes use of the following facts. Let A C ( I,. . . , n}, a a binomial ideal 
in K[Xi,..., X,]. Then we have 
Lemma 24. (i) (a + Eign(XI)>* =(nd(a))*K[_Xl + Ci@(Xi)t 
(ii) nn(a) = (a nK[& 1 i E d]) + (M’) for some set M’ of monomials. 
Indeed, (i) is a consequence of axiom (IV) for radical operations. The statement 
(ii) follows from a discussion of three possible types of binomial generators of a, cf. 
Section 2. 
Proof of (III). The claim is correct for n = 1 or A4 = 8. Now assume n 2 2 and A4 # 0. 
In view of (a + (M))” = (a* + (M))* we may assume that a is *-radical. To make 
use of an inductive procedure we apply the decomposition of +-radicals Proposition 22 
with P = n, fi =Xj. Since every monomial in h4 becomes a unit in K[X_‘] we get the 
decomposition 
(a+(~))*=i)(a+(M)+(X,))*. 
i=l 
Applying Lemma 24 we find, setting ,Si = K[Xj / j # i]: 
(a + MO + (4))” = [(anS> + CM’) + (M”)]*K[_X] + (4) 
for certain sets M’ and A4” of monomials, 
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The continuity of the radical operation entails that a “Si is *-radical. Hence, by 
induction on n: 
(Cl + (M) + (xl))* = (a n Si + (M’) + (M”) + (My))K[_X] + (xi) 
= a + (M) + (M:‘) + (X). 
We find that the hypothesis of Corollary 2(iii) is fulfilled hence our claim 
follows. 0 
We are prepared to prove Theorem 23. Using Proposition 22 we start with the 
decomposition 
a* = [(aK[X*])* “K[AJ] n/i ((&Xi)*. 
i=l 
From (II) we know that (a*)* nK[_X] is a binomial ideal containing a. To apply 
Corollary 2(iii) directly we should have (o,Xi)* = a + (Mi), Mi a set of monomials. 
However, we compute (using S; = K[Xj 1 j # i]): 
(a,&)* = [(an&>* +(M) + (M’)]K[_X] + (4). 
Hence, if a ns, is not *-radical we cannot expect (a, Xi)* to be of the required type. 
To put ourselves into the situation that a n Si are *-radical for every i = 1,. . , n we 
modify a without changing the *-radical and binomiality. Set 
a0 = a, ai+i = lli + 2 (ai n Sj)*K[_X] 
j=l 
Then 
(1) each oi is a binomial ideal, 
(2) cccisa*, hence aF=a*. 
In fact, let ai already satisfy (l), (2). Then the elimination ideal ai n 5” is binomial, 
hence by induction, (ai nSj)* is a binomial ideal yielding (1) for ai+i. The continuity 
of radical operations shows (oi nSj)* & a,*, and (2) is proved for ai+i. 
By noetherian induction there is an i such that oi = oi+i enforcing (ci n Sj)* = ai n Si 
for every j. Now pass from a to b := ai. Then 
a* = b* = [(bK[X*])* nK[X]] n n(b,Xi)*, 
and now we have (b,Xi)* = b + (M/) + (Xi) for every i. The proof of the equivalence 
of (i) and (ii) is complete. 
If the radical operation satisfies axiom (VII) then we get 
(a,,)* = (aAK[Xi,. . . ,&I)[&+~, . . .,&I)* = $,,fW~,. . . ,&I. 
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The method of the last proof suggests an algorithm to compute the *-radical 
if a* is not binomial. The decomposition 
a* = [(aK[x_*])* II K[_x]] ” 6 (a,&)* 
i=l 
even 
together with the reduction formula of Lemma 24 leads to the following formula 
a* = n 7C,r((af)* n&Xi /if A]) 
A S{ I,...,n} 
Of course, only those subsets with VA(a) # 0 need to be considered. This formula 
proposes the following basic algorithm. 
Step 1: Determine all non-empty cells, 
Step 2: Compute for each non-empty cell the *-radical (a:)*, 
Step 3: Compute contraction and intersection of ideals by Grijbner basis techniques. 
At this moment, the use of (possibly very expensive) Grlibner basis methods cannot 
be avoided. There are ways to reduce the number of cells to be considered. Details 
will follow in Section 6, here we only outline the basic idea. 
We built up a binary tree each node of which stands for an affine K-algebra A 
together with an ideal a of it. The branching at a node runs as follows: 
A, a 
& b A c c 
where for some s E A: 
B=A,, b=aA, 
C =Ah), c = a -k (s)/(s). 
For every radical operation we deduce 
a* =(b* nA)nn-‘(c*) 
with 7~ : A + C the canonical epimo~hism. 
The root of our tree will be the polynomial ring K[Xr , . . . ,X,] and the ideal a, the 
terminal nodes (= leaves) the affine algebras K[Xi,XiYi-’ 1 i E A], A C { 1,. . . , n} and the 
ideals a: = rc4K[Xj,Xj-’ 1 i E A]. The tree then aIlows to transfer back information from 
the leaves to the root, this means from the algebras K&,X,-r j i E A] and ideals ai 
back to K[Xr ,...,X,] and a. 
To present he tree we parametrize the nodes by a pair (r, ,4) of subsets of { 1,. . . , n} 
subject o the condition I‘f1_4 =0. The algebra at the node (r,n) is 
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and the ideal 
ar.n = .nrun(a)Ar.n. 
The root belongs to (0, { 1,. . . , n}). If A=0 we have reached a leaf. If n #0 we 
choose i E A and pass to the nodes (r U {i},A\{i}) and (r,n\{i}). Using the gen- 
eral notation from above we have A = C[Xi], B = C[Xi,&‘] and n-‘(c*) = c*A + (Xi). 
This tree can be built for any ideal a aK[& , . . . ,X,]. But in general it seems of 
little importance since we will have to consider all the 2” leaves. In the case of 
binomial ideals however the combinatorial structure of a set of binomial genera- 
tors allows to discard several nodes right from the beginning. Again, details will 
be presented in Section 6. Here, we give the basic principle. Let us consider two 
situations: 
as in (15). 
Assume first a*=A then b*=(aB)*=a*B=B and c*=((a + (s))/(s))*=(a + 
(s))*/(s) = C. Furthermore, a,* = (b,* flAo) n T-C-‘(a*) =b,* ml,, or a,* = z-‘(cl). Hence, 
if there is an a-priori knowledge that a* = A the node (A, a) and its successors can be 
discarded. 
Next let us assume a = cC[X] and that the radical operation satisfies axiom (VII). 
Then a* = c*C[Xi], b* = c*C[X,,X,-‘1 and b* nA = a*. Thus, either the node (B, 6) or 
the node (C, c) can be deleted. 
5. L-radicals and z-radicals 
In this section we characterize the field extensions LIK and the preorders r of K 
such that for every binomial ideal the corresponding radicals are again binomial ideals. 
To treat special cases we need the following fact. 
Lemma 25. Let f,(T), . . . , fn(T) E K[T] be polynomials with no multiple roots. Then 
every ideal a aK[Xi, . . . ,X,] with ( f,(Xl), . . , fn(Xn)) C a is a radical ideal. 
Proof. A := K[Xl/(fi(~l), . .,fn(XJ) is a finite-dimensional separable algebra, hence 
a product of finitely many fields. Now K[X]/a is a factor algebra of A, thus a product 
of fields itself. This means that a is radical. 0 
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Proposition 26. Let L be a $nite jeld, #L =q, and a 4 K[_X] an arbitrary ideal. 
Then 
g+a,xp -x ,,..., x,” -X,). 
If a is binomial the same is true for $6, 
Proof. Set b = (a,Xp - Xi,. . . , X/ - X,). Then clearly, b C fi and V(b) = &(a). By 
definition, i/;r= vanishing ideal of Y,(a). So it remains to show that b is a radical 
ideal. But this follows from Lemma 25. The final claim is obvious. q 
We now consider the L-radical of an ideal a = (Xt’ -al,. . .,X2 -a,) <I K[X,, . . .,A$] 
where al,...,a,EKX. Set 
ei=#p(rj,L), i= l,..., n. 
Then ejIri, p ,/‘ei if char K = p>O, and 
p(e;) := p(ej,K) = /A(Yi, L). 
Let I+(a) # 0, pick any (xi,. . .,x,) E &(a). Then 
I+(a) = {(XI [I ,..., xnin) / [F = 1 for i= l,..., n} 
since p(r,,L)=p(ei). We further obtain 
V(G)={XEK” 1 x conjugate to some y E I+,(a)}. 
We first consider a simple case. 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
Lemma 27. Assume I+(a) # 0. Choose any (xl,. .,x,,) E I+(a). Then $6= 
(‘Ye’ - XT’ ,...,x: -x?). 
Proof. Both ideals have the same set of zeros in i?“, and both are radical ideals, use 
Lemma 25. 0 
Theorem 28 (cf. [7, (3.1)]). The K-radical of every binomial ideal is a binomial 
ideal. 
Proof. If K is finite, Proposition 26 gives the result. If K is infinite, in view of 
Theorem 23, we have to prove the claim for ideals a=(X[’ - al,. . .,X2 - a,) 4 
K[& ,..., X,], al ,..., a,EKX. But this is Lemma 27 or &(a)=& G=(l). 0 
In general, L-radicals of binomial ideals need not be binomial again. We deduce a 
first necessary condition. 
Lemma 29. If (z& is binomial for every binomial ideal then either char K = 0 or 
char K = p and additionally K n LP = KP. 
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Proof. Assume char K = p > 0 and let a E (K nLP)\Kp. Then consider a = 
(XP - a, YP - (1 + a)). These generators form a Griibner basis of a. Consequently, 
X-Y+1 does not lie in a. However, (X-Y+l)P=(XP-u)-(YP-(1fu))~a hence 
X - Y + 1 E fi\u. We find (XJ’ - u,X - Y + 1) = $‘ii. Since the two given generators 
form a reduced Griibner basis the L-radical is not a binomial ideal, cf. Proposition 1. 
Note that the condition “K n LJ’ = KJ”’ is satisfied trivially if K = L or if LIK is a 
separable algebraic field extension. 
We return to the study of the L-radical of an ideal 
a=(XT’ -al,. ..,x; -a,) a K[& )...) X,], 
where al,... , a, E KX and the convention (16) is retained. In this situation we prove 
Proposition 30. Assume char K = 0 or char K = p > 0 and K n LP = KP. Let (x1,. . ,x,) E 
&(a). The following statements are equivalent: 
(i) -;/;; is a binomial ideal, 
(ii) [K(x;‘,..., xF):K]=[(KX,x;’ ,..., x:):KX]. 
Zf L (x;’ - al , . . . ,X2 - a,) is binomial a set of generators is given us follows: 
I-l 
X”’ 1; 
1 - Ci II 
xi”’ ‘JI ) i=l,...,n 
j=l 
where ~~~K~,f,=[(K~,x~‘,...,xB():(K~,x~’,...,xf~~)] andxp’f’=cin~.~‘~x,eir”. 
Proof. From I$(a) C(KX >” we deduce i/;; = G n K[_X]. Hence, $5 is binomial if 
and only if G is of this type. The binomial ideals in K[X*] are of the type I( G, p), G 
a sublattice of Z” and p : G -+ KX a character. To characterize the ideals I( G, p) C e 
we have to consider the group Lx /Kx . If x E Lx we set 2 =xKx EL~/K~. 
Set 
G = (elsl, . . . , eisi,. . . ,ensn)EZ” lj(q)“;=l 
I i=l 
G is a lattice of finite index. We set 
U = (KX,xy’,...,x;) 
and define the character 
Then p(elZ x ... xe,Z)= U, G=(eiZ x 
eiez... e, [U:KX]. 
.xe,Z)np-‘(KX), hence [Zn:G]= 
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We now claim: 
Z(G’,p’)c$@ e3 G’cG,p’=p on G’. 
Proof of (20). We know &(a*) from ( 18). 
* We find 
(&? - ~(~~)(Xl it , . . . ,x~<~) = (rl[($ I’*) - p(em, . . . ,ensn) = 0 
for m= (erst ,...,e,s,) E G’. 
=+ If &E - p’(m) E w then for every choice of & E p(ei), i= 1,. . . ,n we must 
have ~~(x&)“J = p’(m) entailing [ml = 1 for i = 1,. . . ,rz. This implies nai = e& and 
~‘(~)=~(~). (20) is proved. 
Hence, Z(G, p) is the largest binomial ideal contained in @. To study when 
((G,p) = $@ we first note that I(G,p) is a radical ideal. In fact, from Section 2, 
(11) we know 
K[&*]/I(G,p) =K[Xr ,..., A-,],@$ -b ,,..., Xk - &)=:A 
with fi . . . fn = [Z” : G] = ei . . . e,[ U : Kx ]. If char K = 0, A is a reduced algebra by 
Lemma 25. If char K = p > 0, then we first recall that p ,j’ei for i = 1,. . . ,n. Using the 
assumption that K n LP = IT?’ we deduce that U/K’ has no p-torsion. This means that 
no fi is divisible by p, hence A is reduced by Lemma 25. 
We now prove (i) =+ (ii). Then #~(~(G,~))=#~(~). Using the structure of 
K[X*]/Z(G,p) we find 
#V(/(G,p))=[Z”:G]=el . ..e.[U:KX]. 
Set F = K(xr’ , . ..,x:). We prove: #V(~)lel...e,[F:K]. In fact, let /I := 
(P ,, . . . , ,!&) be conjugate to a point (xi,. . . , XL) E %(a*). Then there is cp E Aut(KIK) 
and there are &E&ei), i= l,..., n such that qo(x&)= fi;. We find cp($‘) =/IF. Thus 
/I induces a homomorphism ‘pp: F -+ E, $’ H @. There are at most [F : K] such 
homomorphisms. If 408 = (pY then /I$ = $, hence fli = Yi[i, ii E p(ei) for i= 1,. . . ,n. 
This proves the claim for #V( $@). Hence [U : KX ] < [F : K], showing equality by 
Section 2, (14). 
(ii) =+ (i) F=K(xF’,..., x: ) is a separable xtension satisfying the h~othesis of 
Proposition 16. We have fi = 4-n K[_X]. Clearly, 
a’:= (X;’ -XT’,..., Tp -x:)cb:= i&% 
The reduced algebra F[X]/,t has dimension #Q(a @F) =#&(a) =et . . .e,, which is 
also the dimension of F[X&. Hence, the canonical epimo~hism F[X_I/,f ---B F[x]/b 
is an isomo~hism yielding a’ = b. Now Proposition 16 completes the proof. 
To deduce that the given polynomials form a set of generators the proof of the 
corresponding claim of Theorem 15 can be adopted. This time we use that 
dimx K[X]/&=#V(ti)=e~ . ..e.,[(KX,x~‘,...,x~):KX]. Cl 
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This last proposition allows a characterization of the extensions LIK such that the 
L-radical of any binomial ideal in K[Xi , . , . ,A/,] is again a binomial ideal. To prepare 
this theorem we first derive necessary conditions. 
Let #&r,L) = e and let 1 be a prime number dividing r/e and I # char K. Then 
p(e,L) = p(el,L), hence 
#,u(Y, L) = Ek where lk is the largest power of I dividing e. 
In a first case, let f be odd and c be a primitive Ith root of unity. Assume 
L” tI (KX,[) $Z K. 
Then x’” = ai where a E KX, [ 4 K. By the previous proposition, we get that 
$$z--q 
is not a binomial ideal. 
In the second case let I= 2 and set i = &i. Assume that 
L2’n(k’x,i i-i) gK. 
Then x2” = a( 1 + i) where a E Kx, i $ K. From Proposition 30, we find that 
{G 
is not a binomial ideal. 
Theorem 31. Let LIK be any field extension. The fol~o~~ing statements are equivalent: 
(i) the L-radical of every binomial ideal is a binomial ideal, 
(ii) (1) either char(K)=0 or char(K) = p and LF n K = KP, 
(2) for all odd primes I such that 1 <#p(E”, L) = lk <CC we have 
where [ is a primitive Ith root of unity, 
(3) if 4 5 #P(~~,L)=~~<oc then L2k rl (KX, 1 + fl) SK. 
If (1) holds and either (a) L = K or (b) p(L) = p(K) or (c) p(L) = p(K) the L-radical 
of a binomial ideal is binomial. The (usual) radical of every bj~omial ideal is bjnomial 
if and only t_f” K is a perfect field. 
Proof. That the conditions in (ii) are necessary was shown above, use also Lemma 29. 
Now we show that they are sufficient. We have to verify the condition (ii) of Propo- 
sition 30. In view of assumption (2) we may assume that, if char K = p>O, p does 
not divide any of the ri. Using the notation used there set 
c := (KX,X~’ ,...) X2). 
We let 5 be a primitive Zth root of unity, I odd. We want to apply Proposition 13, 
i.e. we have to show that { E K if [E C is assumed. If for all i we have ei = ri then 
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C = KX . Next assume that some ei <r; and that [ E C. Since (.x: )‘I”’ E KX and there 
is only need to consider the I-primary part of C/K’ we can restrict a~ention to those 
i’s such that Zj(~Jei). As said above I # charK. Furthermore, from the arguments 
before Theorem 3 1 we derive Zklei. Now the assumption (2) yields that [ E K. The 
corresponding test for the element 1 + fl is seen to be positive in the same way. 
Thus the equality in (ii) of Proposition 30 holds and the equivalence of (i) and (ii) is 
proved. The remaining statements readily follow. q 
A prominent example for case (b) is L =Ksep, the separable closure of K, and exam- 
ples for case (c) are provided by the real closures R of a real field since p(R) = p(K) = 
{*l}. To see field extensions L such that not every L-radical of a binomial ideal is 
binomial we can take the following examples. 
{I) K = Q, p an odd prime number, a E ~\~p, c a pth root of unity, < # 1, 
L=Q(m), a=(XJ” --up), and 
$6 = ((XPZ - aP)/(XP - a)). 
(II) K=Q, L=Q(m), u=(X’~+~), Then ~~=(Xs--2X4+2). 
We now turn to the consideration of r-radicals, r a preorder of K. In particular, I( 
is assumed to be real throughout he rest of this section, Recall from Section 3 that 
K(a) = U &(a), where R ranges over the real closures of K inducing an order CI > r, 
i.e. r CR”. $6 is the vanishing ideal of K(a): 
where CI ranges over the orders containing r. We first deal with special cases. 
Proposition 32. Zf c( is an order of K, a <3 K[_X] a binomial ideal then &i is a bino- 
mial ideal. 
Proof. In Lemma 19 we showed &i= fi, R a real closure of CI. As already remarked, 
L = R satisfies the condition (c) of Theorem 3 1. Cl 
We next treat univariate ideals. 
Let a E KX. One readily checks that there is a unique largest divisor Hln such that 
a E (Kx )d, Assume a = bd. If d is odd b is uniquely determined since K is real, 
otherwise up to a factor - 1. 
Proposition 33. Let n E N, a E KX, vf(P - a) # 8 and d the maximal divisor of n 
such that a E Kd. Then for some b E K such that a = bd we get 
if d is odd, 
if d is even. 
If d is odd then X 3 - b is irreducible over K, $ d is even both polynomials X s f b 
are irreducible over K. 
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Proof. Let V,(X” - a) = {xi,. . . ,xr}. Clearly, 
qm = n (Zrr(x;, K)). 
Let x be one of the roots. Since K(x) is a real field and x” E KX Kneser’s result 
Proposition 13 applies and states 
[K(x) : K] = ord of xKx in K(x)~/~~ =: s. 
Then Irr(x,K)=XS - x’. We deduce a = (x”)? E K?, hence : 1 d, i.e. 2 1 s. Now, 
x” = a = bd, d In implies x4 = fb since K(x) is a real field. This means s 1 i, altogether 
s = z and Irr(x, K) =Xj - b if d is odd, Irr(x, K) =Xf f b otherwise. In the case of d 
being odd we deduce qm = (Xj - b). Otherwise, d, hence n, is even. Suppose 
both polynomials Xj f b occur as Irr(xi,K). Then q-=(X25 - b2). Then let 
only Xf - b occur for the xi’s. We find g-=X$ - b. Finally, assume that 
Xi + b were reducible. By the theory of the pure equation, cf. [ 121 e.g. either -b E KP 
for some pin/d or 41n/d and -b = - 4c4 for some c E K. Having that d is even we 
find aEKpd or aEK 2d. both are contradictions. 0 . 
The r-radicals of bivariate binomial ideals are no longer binomial ideals in general. 
The study of the bivariate case already discloses the properties of the preorder r to 
guarantee binomial r-radicals. We need certain notions and techniques of the theory of 
real fields, consult [ 151 or [ 111. 
Let z be a preorder of K. Each order c( > z gives rise to the subgroup c(* :=a\{O} 
< KX c(* is closed even under addition. Clearly, a subgroup U < KX which is closed 
under addition cannot contain -1. A preorder r is called a fun if every subgroup 
U < KX , not containing - 1 and r C UU{ 0}, is of the form U = M* for some order cx > z. 
Fans can be characterized in various ways. They have proved to be of great im- 
portance in the theory of real fields and real algebraic geometry, cf. [l]. They are 
intimately related to the valuation theory of the field, a fact that will be used later. To 
introduce a further characterization we set 
~[a] ={tl + t2a I tl, t2 E 7). 
This set r[a] is a preorder if and only if -1 # r[a] if and only if II $ --z. In this case, 
r[a] is the preorder generated by r and a and we have 
+] = n a. 
rC:r.aEx 
Obviously, z U za C: ~[a]. In [ 15, Section 51 we find the following statements : 
Lemma 34. (i) r is a fan if and only if ~[a] = T U za for every a E K\(-7). 
(ii) Every order a and the intersection of two orders z = a n fi are fans, the so 
called trivial fans. 
(iii) Zf t, cr are preorders of K, z C TV and z a fan then B is a fan. 
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We can now state 
Theorem 35. The ~~~~~w~~~ statements ure e~u~vaZe~t: 
(i) the T-radical of every binomial ideal is a binomial ideal, 
(ii) 7 is a fan. 
The proof proceeds in various steps. We first show the easier implication (i) + (ii). 
To this end we consider the binomial ideal a = (X4 - a2, Y4 - b2) in K[X, Y] where 
u, b # 0. We claim: 
if -,$ is a binomial ideal # 1 then #V,(a) divides 16. 
Assume @ binomial then (&i)* = @ =f(L, p), Y(&i) = V( fi*) and #I’( fi) 
= [Z* : L]. From 4H2 f L we find [Z2 : L]116. On the other hand, K(a) is closed under 
conjugation over K. Hence, I’( fi) = K(a). 
Next assume that r is not a fan. By definition, there is a E KX \(-T) such that 
TUTU g ~[a]. Choose b E z[a]\(zUza). We claim: b 6 ~[-a], b $2 -@-a]. Otherwise, 
in the first case, b = 11 - ha, ti E z and b = t3 + t.+a. We obtain b(t2 + t4) = t&l + t2t3, 
thus b E z: a contradiction. In a similar way we show b @ -~[-a]. As a consequence 
we find orders rx,j3, y > z satisfying 
a,bEa;-a,bEp;-a,-bEy. 
From b E $a] we deduce that there is no order 6 > z with a, -b E 6. 
For this choice of a, b we will conclude that #~{a) = 12. In fact, in any real closure 
R of K, a has exactly 4 solutions if not &(a) = 0. In R,URpUR, we find 12 solutions. 
The remaining 4 zeros of a in K, namely (&&,&G), cannot lie in a real closure 
Rd of an order 6 > z since this would imply a, -b E 6. Thus, (i) + (ii) is proved. 
To derive the implication (ii) + (i) it is sufficient to study the z-radicals of zero- 
dimensional ideals 
a=(XL’ -al,. ..,Xj -a,)ClK[Xl 7.S.Y Xn],aiEKX 
We will show by induction on the number n and for fixed n on r := ri . . . . . r,, 
that for every real field K, every fan t in K and every ideal of this type the z-radical 
is again a binomial ideal. To get to smaller values of r- we will have to pass from r 
to other fans r’. In particular, z’ may be an extension of z to an extension field, i.e. 
z’n K = z. Therefore we need results about the extension of fans to extension fields. 
This is usually done by using Briicker’s trivialization theorem for fans [15, Section 121 
or [l, Chap. (VI), Section 11 which reduces the problem mainly to valuation theory. 
For more details we refer to the literature cited already and [2, Chap (IV), Section 21 
where extension theorems are proved. 
Proposition 36. Let p be a prime number, a E K, F = K( e/z;) a real field and t 2 K a 
fan. in case p = 2 assume a E T. Define z’ 2 F as follows: 7’ = n CI’, where a’ ranges 
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over all orders of F satisfying CI’ n K > z, and, in addition, if p = 2 : J;; E cc’. Then t’ 
is a fan satisfying z’n K = z. 
Proof. First consider p # 2. Then FIK has odd degree and [2, Chap. (IV), Section 2, 
p. 1451 applies to show the existence of a fan z’ C F such that z’ n K = z. Given a > r 
then - 1 @ c(. T’. Hence c(r’ c a’ for some order CI’ of F. The extensions of CI correspond, 
by Artin-Schreier theory, to the K-embeddings F + R. But XJ’ - a has a unique root 
in R. This means every CI > r has a unique extension in F. As seen, it must contain r’ 
and r’ has the description as given. To treat the case p = 2 we take a valuation ring 
W of K that trivializes r. W has at least one extension and at most two extensions. 
All the extending valuation rings have a real residue field. Following the pattern of the 
proof of [2, Chap. (IV), Section 2, Lemma 41 and distinguishing cases according the 
values of the ramification index and residue degree the proof can be completed. 0 
We are prepared to start the proof of the implication (ii) + (i). We study a= 
(XL’ - al,. . . ,X2 - a,), and proceed by induction as described above. 
Case 1: Some odd prime number p divides some ri, say plrl. We may assume there 
is x=(x, , . . . ,x,) E V,(a). The field K(xl) is real and we have (x1 ““‘)P=al. If a, EKJ’ 
then we apply Proposition 33 to replace the ideal (X;’ -al ) by +‘m = (X’l -bi ) 
with si < rl . This substitution does not change fi. Now induction yields the claim 
in this case. Next assume al 6 KP. Then set zi =x, r”p and F = K(zl ) c K(xl ). The 
polynomial Xp-al is irreducible with zi as one of its roots. According to Proposition 36 
we extend r to the fan r’. From z’ n K = z we infer 
f’,,(a cc F) L K(a). 
We further prove: 
(21) 
Every y E K(a) is K-conjugate to some y’ E v,t(a @ F). 
Then, as an immediate consequence we deduce 
(22) 
fi = K[_X] n $&ii%. (23) 
To prove (22) pick any y = (yi, . . . , yn) E K(a). Then (y;““)P =a. Thus there is an 
automorphism cp E Aut(KIK) such that cp( yy”” ) = zi . Assume K( ~1,. . . , y,) C R,, a > 5. 
Then K(cp(yi ), . . . , cp( y,,)) C R& RL induces ~1’ on F. We find CI’ n K = cc, hence z’ C 0~‘. 
This means cp( y) E V,t(a 8 F). The binomial ideal a 8 F has now the feature to con- 
tain the binomial XL’ - aI with ~11-1 and al E F P. This is the first case we dealt 
with. Consequently, by induction, ‘am is a binomial ideal. Since F = K(zl) and 
[F: K] = [(KX,zl) : KX] we will use Section 2 Proposition 16 to conclude that ;/;; 
is a radical ideal. To apply this result special binomial generators are needed for 
$‘m. In this situation and others to follow we are given x = (xi,. . ,xn) E K(a), 
C=(KX,x,,.. . ,xr) and F = K(D), KX <D < C. Suppose 
KB - axz, a E K(DX ) 
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lies in $‘m. Then, nx,“l = a n$, i.e. a E K(D)X n C = D by Section 2, Lemma 14. 
This means Section 2, Proposition 16 can be applied. 
Case 2: Now all exponents r, are powers of 2. From Proposition 33 we know 
Since fi = 
7 
C, Jm we may assume 
where X”l - ai is irreducible for i < k and both X’J * ai are irreducible for i > k. 
If some Yi = 1 for i < k then induction on the number of variables applies. Let 
ri = 2 or some Sj = 1 for some i <k or j> k say ri = 2, k> 1 as the first case. If 
K(x1, ..,x,)~& for (xi ,..., xn) E V,(a) then al =x: E Rt n K G cc. Hence 
K(a) = V,[a,](a). 
Now, z[ai] is a fan again. Thus we may assume al E z. Setting 
a/=(X;? -a2,...,Xn 2rn -a,) dK[X*,...,X,] 
we find K(a) = {(*A)} x &(a’). Using this we derive &= (Xf-al, &?). Induction 
on the number of variables yields binomiality for +“k The case Sj = 1 is done in the 
same way. 
Thus we may assume 4]ri for i 5 k and 2]sj for j > k. The case of k = 0 will be 
dealt with in the third case. Assume k> 1. Note that XL’ - al is irreducible over K. 
Fix (y,,..., y,) E K(a) and set L =K(yi). L is a real field. If x E K(a) then x;’ =a~ as 
well and there is cp E Aut(K]K) with (P(XI ) = yl . Hence it is enough to consider points 
x E K(a) with xi EL. Then xi’ = vi’ = al, x EL implies x1 = f yi and x: = vi+ =: zi. 
We have z: = al. Extend z to the fan r’ of F := K(z1) which contains zi, Since z1 
is a square in L we find that x E V,,(a @ F). This implies fi=K[_X]n ‘$“m. 
In F we have XL’ - ai = (X,? - zi )(X1% + ZI ). We find that in! =zt for every 
(WI,..., w,) E ?‘,/(a 8 F). Thus XL’ - ai can be modified to X,? - zi . Induction on the 
product of the degrees proves the claim for -;/;;. 
The following case remains: 
Case 3: a=(Xyl - a:,...,X? - a;) where all ri are powers of 2. We do not 
assume the polynomials XF * ai to be irreducible. Consider any (xi,. . . ,x,) E K(a). 
Then F := K(xl, ,x,) is a real field. Now Kneser’s criterion Proposition 13 applies 
to yield 
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since for each i = 1,. . . ,n the fact .?I, = f ai implies ord(X;)/2ri, Fi =xiKX E FX/‘p. 
Fu~he~ore, we find si = i 1 such that ~?r, = ziai. If K(xt ,...,x,)CR, for some a>r 
we then obtain ~1 ai,. . . , ~,a, E LX. 
For any given E E {& 1 }” set 
H,,:={Ix>r]&$2;Ecc,i=1,*.., fz>. 
As just shown, every x E K(a) gives rise to some HE # 0. Conversely, if H, # 8 and 
z E H, then choose a real closure R,. In R, the equations XF = &ia: are solvable, and 
we find a point x= (XI , . . . ,x,,) E R”, x E &(a) inducing HE. Points inducing distincts 
sets H,;, Hq are clearly not conjugate. 
Assume first H, # 0 for every a. We claim: [K(xi, . . . ,xn) : K] = JJy(2Ti) for ev- 
ery XE V,(a). As a consequence we get: #K(a) > 2” . fI~(2ri)=#V(a), whence 
K(a) = Y(a). Since a is a radical ideal the statement $% = a follows. 
To prove the claim concerning the field degree assume the contrary. Then the field 
degree is strictly less than I”I(2ri) and from Kneser’s result, stated above, we find a 
certain relation 
n 
c= xp 
II where c~K~,O<fi<2ri 
and not all Zi = 0. If li # 0 consider ti = 2rJgcd(2ri, Zi) and let 11 be maximal among 
the 2-powers ti. We find 21 tl . Then 
c” - 
- II n (&jui)s’ where si = & ti 
I 
gcd(2rf, ri) ’ F’ 
At least si is odd, also cl1 E (KX )2. That means there are ai, ai, say for i = 1,. . . , k, such 
thatn:(Eiai)E(KX)2.ButthenH,=0fory=(-E,,E2,...,&k,1,...,1): acontradiction. 
We are now left with the case that some H, = 0. Since r is a fan this is equivalent 
to a relation 
-1 = t.(Eta,)...(&,a,), s > 1, teic 
(renumbered if necessary). We consider the variables X1,, . .,X,. The ideal a contains 
The first factor on the right hand side never vanishes on K(a), hence can be deleted. 
We find K(a) = K(b) with b generated by 
To b we can apply the induction on the product of the degrees, In fact, V,(b) = V,(b&) 
hence $% = $@n K[_X]. b* is associated to a lattice L of index 2q .4r2 . . . . *4r,, =: s. 
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Diagonalizing L we end up with a system 
‘p =b 
1 I>..., /I-,” = ha, l-I Sj=S< rI (46 ), 
Hence, we conclude that 6’6 is a binomial ideal and the proof is complete. q 
We finally comment on possible generalizations of the last theorem. This means we 
are given a preorder z not necessarily a fan and ask for special binomial ideals a such 
that +%i s still binomial. By a careful reading and adjusting some arguments one can 
prove 
i) ’ (X;l -al,..., X2 - a,) is binomial if either all ri are odd or all ri 5 2. 
The property of a fan was only needed to deal with generators of the type XT - u2. 
As demonstrated in Section 4 the computation of &i actually depends on the com- 
putation of J- 
’ a$ for all non-empty cells VA(a). The ideals a$ can be transformed 
into ideals of the type (XF -at,. . . ,X2 - a,). Therefore if we only meet ideals as in 
(i) above the binomiality of fi results. Hence, we conclude that if for all non-empty 
cells VA(a) the group Sat&)/L, is either of odd order or of exponent 2 then $i is 
a binomial ideal for every preorder 2. 
The following statements can be found e.g. in [ 151. Most of the preorders are not 
fans. If T is an order or t = 01 n p, x, /? orders of K then z is a fan, a so-called trivial 
fan. By means of valuation rings non-trivial fans can be constructed as follows: if W 
is a valuation ring of K with residue field k and Z C k a fan then 
is a fan in K, the ~ull~~c~ of T. By Brocker’s ~vialization theorem every fan is the 
pullback of a trivial fan. In the iterated power series field K = R((Xr ))((&)) . . . ((X,)) 
the smallest preorder = Z: K2 is a fan. On the other hand fans in algebraic extensions 
of Q are trivial. If KIR is a real function field of transcendence d gree d then a fan 
7~ K has index 
[KX : 7x15 2d 
and there are fans with index 2d. 
6. Alg~~ithrn~ 
Let a be a binomial ideal and K an infinite field. We want to solve the following 
problems: 
(A) Determine dim a and the irreducible components of V(a); 
(B) Decide whether Y,(a) or K(a) # 8; 
(C) If V,(a) is non-empty and finite determine its cardinality; 
(D) Compute *-radicals of a. 
There are well known algorithms to solve these tasks for general ideals. However in 
our context of binomial ideals we will design algorithms which take into account he 
distinguished structure of these ideals. Our algorithms consist of three main steps. We 
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first decompose I’(a) into cells and pass from the polynomial ring to some Laurent 
polynomial rings as described in the first section. In the second step we treat the 
corresponding questions for each of the relevant cells. Then we put together these 
informations to solve the original problem in K[_X]. 
The first step could be performed by writing down for each A C{ 1,. . . , n} the ideal 
a: = red(a) .K[X,’ 1 iE A]. 
But more care allows us to skip many empty cells and detect some trivial cells in 
advance just by looking at the combinatorial structure of the generators of a, and 
furthermore to carry out all the intersections in the third step in such a way that all 
intermediate results are still binomial. 
There are two possibilities listed as (1) and (2) below to discard cells. Let a be 
generated by a set B of binomials bi, . . . , b,. Then the ideal 
aA aR[X; 1 iEA] 
is generated by XA(B) which is obtained from B by setting the variables Xj, j $ A in 
the binomials bl, . . . , b, to 0. 
( 1) If 7t~(B) contains a monomial # 0 then a: = (1 ), 
(2) There is A’ C A such that each rid(B)) contains only binomials built over A’. 
Then 
(i) V(a4) = V(aAl) x K’\*‘, 
(ii) V”(a) C VA(a) (Zariski closure), 
(iii) p: @(a)4 V,“‘(a) and p : y*(a)-+ K”(a) are surjective. 
Proof. (1) Clear. 
(2) There are no constraints for the variables Xj, j E A\A’. Hence (i) follows. 
To derive the two other statements we may take A’={l,...,r}~A={l,...,s}. From 
(i) we conclude 
v*(u) = {(XI ,..., x3,0 ,..., O)](xi ,..., x,,O ,..., O)EV”(a), x,+1 ,..., xSEKX}. 
This identity implies the remaining claims. 0 
The following algorithm makes use of the observations (1) and (2). 
Algorithm. Input: a = (fi, . . . , fr ) a K[_X] binomial. 
We construct a tree consisting of nodes N with two sons and three entries: B(N) a 
list of binomials and T(N), A(N) 2 { 1,. . . , n}. 
Initialization: T a tree consisting of one node R with either B(R) = (fi,. . , fr), 
l-(R)=& A(R)={l,..., } 12 or NIL if B(R) contains a constant # 0. 
while there exists a leaf N # NIL do 
if there exists i E A(N) such that 
Xi occurs in B(N) (24) 
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then 
ereate(left_son(l\i),right_son(N)) 
~(left_son~~)) : =B(N) 
f(lefi_son(N)) : = T(N) U {i} 
il(left_son(N)) : = A(N)\(i) 
&right-son (N)) : = obtained from B(N) by setting Xi to 0 
if ~(~ght_son(~)) contains a monomial # 0 built over f(N) 
then right-son(~) := NIL 
else 
Qright_son(hi)) : = T(N) 
n(right_son(l\i)) : = A(N)\(i) 
else left-son{,%’ ) : = right-son(~): = NIL 
delete all nodes NIL 
Outputs An empty tree or a tree with root R such that at each node N 
JZQ,~)~,~(N)(Q) is generated by B(n), 
The leaves (=terminal nodes) of this tree play a ~damental role. We form the list 
,“7- = (T(N) U n(N) /N a leave}. 
Claim: The list .T satisfies 
(I) V(a)=U,,, VA(a), dim(a)= max{dim VA(a) 1 LIEF}, 
(II) VL(a) # BI (uesp. K(a) # 8) iJ‘and only if Y;(a) (resp. cd(a) # 8) for some 
dE3-, 
h(a) = U ~~(a)~ 
AE.Q 
(IV) a* = ndEs z;‘((af)* f? K[Xi 1 i E A]) if the ra~~~ai operation satisfies axiom 
VII. 
Proof, We first compare this tree to the following one denoted by T. That latter 
one consists of nodes (r,n) where T,RC{l,...,n). It has the root (m,{l,...,nj) and 
the branching rule: while ,4 # 0 choose i E A and set lefi_son=(r U (i), A\(i)), 
right_son=(~~\~~~). The leaves of this tree are the pairs (d,0), d C(l,. . . ,n)). If 
(r’, .4’) is a successor of (r, A) then r C P & r U A. The tree of the algorithm is 
obtained from this one by deleting a node and its subtree of successors according to 
the rules semantically described in (1) and (2). Now pick any A C{ 1,. , . , n). Assume 
af f(1) and A$F. 
Then some predecessor (T(N),n(N)) of A in F must have led to NIL either by 
rule (1) or rule (2). If (1) applies then B(N) contains a monomial # 0 built over 
T(N). From T(N) C B we get that ad contains this monomial, hence af =(l): a 
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contradiction. Thus rule (2) must have been applied. This means that the binomials in 
B(N) are completely built over r(N), hence over 
d 2 T(N) u A(N) =: JE Y. 
Using the statements in (2) we find 
This proves (I). In the same way (II) follows. To deduce (III) we observe that if 
v!(a) # 0 then d E 5 Otherwise the relation between P’“(a) and v”(a) as given in 
the proof of statement (2) above would lead to an infinite set VL(a). To derive (IV) 
we recall the formula 
a* = n7c;‘((ai)* nI”i[& /iEd]). 
A 
Pick any d C{l,..., n} which is not in Y and assume ai # (1). The arguments above 
have shown the existence of 2 _> d, d” E Y such that 
aj = aJC[X, / id]. 
Set SJ=K[XiIiEd] for any d&{l,...,n}. We will prove 
(a$)* n S,- = ((a:)* n Sd)Si. 
This implies 
xjt((af)* fi Si) C rc;‘((a:)* n S,) 
and (IV) is proved. To prove the identity we simplify the notation: d” = { 1,. . . , n}, 
A = { 1,. . . , P}, a = ad, b = ad. The properties of the radical operations yield 
(b*)* =(b*)* = (a*K[Xt,...,X,])* = (a*Sd)* .K[_X]*] 
= (a*)*K[_X]*] = ((a*)* n Sd)K[_X]*] 
from which the claimed identity follows. El 
The statements (I)-(IV) mean that only cells v’(a) with d E Y need to be con- 
sidered to solve our initial problems (A)-(D). Literally, the determinations of the 
irreducible components of v(a) have not been mentioned. But (I) implies that P(a) 
is the union of the Zariski closures of the irreducibles components of the sets PA(a), 
d EY. Thus the components of Y(a) can be obtained as the maximal sets among those 
irreducible sets. Two final remarks are in order 
(i) From (TV) we obtain 
v(a*) = U V(n;‘((a~)* n Sd)) 
AE.B 
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This shows 
dim(a*) = ~a~{dim(a~)*} 
and that the irreducible components can be obtained from the closures of the irreducible 
components of V(( ai )* ). 
(ii} Neither the value of the exponents nor the coefficients play a role in these 
combinato~cal considerations. 
Example. Let fi := XiX, +&X4, f2 := Xi& +X1&, f3 := c& +XtX&& c # 0, a = 
(fi,f2,f3) a Q[X~,&&,&]. The resulting tree has just three nodes Nt,N2, N3, which 
can’t be replaced by NIL: 
Nl : B(NI) = (O}, T(34) = 8, A(Nj) = (3,4}, 
N2 : B(N2) = {0}, QN2) = {l}, A(N2) = 8, 
N3 : W3) = {fi,h,f3}, W3) = {A’& 3,4), 4N3) = 8. 
We stop at Nt because (24) does not apply. This means that the cells corresponding 
to d = 0, {3}, {4}, {3,4} are described by the same equations. In this case we have the 
zero ideal. N2 gives us the zero ideal for A = {l}, and the only non-triviai node is N3 
with the ideal a(1,2,3.4) = (f~,fz,fx). 
In the second step of our algorithms we have to deal with individual cells VA(a). 
We first decide whether the cell is empty over K, i.e. whether a: = (1). This amounts 
to showing that certain systems 
~~=6,,...,~~=b, 
have no solutions over KX. In dealing with such systems it 
KX as a Z-module and let A EM,,,(Z) induce the mapping 
A : (KX)” + (K”)‘, (Xl ,...JJ I---f (y,,...,yJ 
where 
is appropriate to regard 
Then clearly A(Bx) = (AB)x. A system of equations Ax = b can be manipulated as usual. 
In particular, given UeGL,(Z), V E G.&(Z), we can pass to the equivalent system 
(UA V)y = Ub where y = Y-lx. 
Lemma 37. Let b a K[‘* ] be generated by &s - bl,. . . & - b,, A EM,,,(E) the 
matrix with the rows %,..., 5. Further let UE GL@), VC GL,(Z) such that 
U.A+V= 
t 
all ‘.. a], ... ai, 
.. . : 
. i 
ass . . asn 
0 
, UijfO fori=l,,.., s. 
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Then setting 
(Cl,. . .&“)t = u . (b ,,..., b,)’ 
we find 
b=K[X*] @ 3s<t<n:c,#l 
Proof. The system (vAV)y = Ub is solvable over E” iff c,+i = . . . = c, = 1. II 
In practice we pass from the extended matrix (A lb) with b = (bl, . . . , b,)t to the ma- 
trix (UA P’ Ub). Very often V is just a permutation matrix and need not be considered. 
Example. We continue with the previous example and the cell associated to d C 
{ 1,2,3,4}. Then 
which can be transfo~ed into 
10 1 
0 1 0 -1 
000 2c 
Therefore a$ # (1). 
So far we have found all cells VA(a), d E 9” that are not empty. Clearly only those 
play a role. We are now ready to solve the problems (A)-(D). 
Problem (A). We have 
dim Yd(a) = #d - dim Ld if ai # (1). 
The dimension of Ld = (2,. . . ,2) equals the rank of the matrix A with columns 
2,. , u, and can be read off after putting A into trigonal shape. If unimodular matices 
U, V arechosen such that UAV is a diagonal matrix then the irreducible components can 
be described. Details are given in Section 1. In the example above we find dim(a) = 2 
and the four i~educible components 
{X, = X2 = O}, {X, = x3 =x, = 0) and {X,X, = c, X2 =X4, X4 = &&}. 
Problem (B). In order to find L-points in VA(a) we put the describing matrix of the 
lattice Ld into diagonal form, i.e. we have to consider the solvability of the system 
x ’ if = bt, . xfd = bd. . -3  
Hence, if the field L allows a decision procedure for equations of the type Xf = b we 
can decide whether VL(a) # 0. In the case of a real closed field L = R the decision 
procedure is as simple as this: 
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- J’ odd: Xx = b is solvable in R, 
- .f even: Xf = b is solvable in R iff b 2 0. 
In a real closed field the diagonalization of the matrix A is not needed. Assume Q: # (1) 
and let A EM,,,(Z) describe the lattice L d. Further set bi = (- 1 p lbij and consider the 
extended matrix 
= (Ale). 
If B is an integral matrix let B the reduction mod2. We prove 
(i) &‘(a) # 0 % rklcz(A)=rkEZ(@) 
(ii) if ~~(a) # 0 and rks,(A) + s = rk(A) then R ad+ has 2” minimal prime ideals. J- 
Proof. We resume the arguments of the first section. Choose unimodular matrices U, V 
such that 
UAV = 
fk 
2fk+l 0 
where f,,..., fk are odd and ji # 0. 
Since a: # (1) we find Ub=(q ,..., ck+s,l ,..., 1)‘. Setting U&=(y~i ,..., +)* this 
means c, =(-l)‘rl(ci/, i= I,...,Y and 
gi EOmod2, /cij = I if i>k+s. 
Then UAVy = Ub is solvable over R iff 
f’/k+l = “’ = ?,k+s = 0mod2. 
---_I 
Now rk@)=rk(UAV)=k and rk(.@)=rk(U.4YlUE)=Ic+ 1 iff some ni gOmod 
for X- < i 2 k + s. Thus (i) is proved. After the no~alization of Section 1 we see that 
li R aA 
* is generated by Xi - a], . . . ,Xk - ak, Xt+, - ak+, . , . , Xt+s - a,. This shows that 
there are 2$ minimal prime ideals. Obviously, s = rkA- rkEZA. 0 
In our example we find rkA = 2, rk @S) = 2 iff c > 0. Hence V&a) # 0 iff c > 0. In 
that case & = $6 
Problem C. We have to consider only cells with dima: = 0, i.e. dimLd = #A. After 
diagonalizing Ld we have to count the number of zeros of a system 
4” = ar, . xf,l = a . .> n n 
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in L. This number is given by the number of roots of unities in L. If L = K then 
#V;(a) = [Zldl : Ld] or the p-free part of it if charK = p > 0. If L = R a real closed 
field then #$‘(a)=2S,s=rk A-rks,A. 
Problem D. After diagonalizing Ld and considering only the essential variables we 
have to calculate 
(Xi’l -a,,...,x,f -a,)” 
Once this is done we know (a:)*. Now, the intersection (a,“)* f’ Sd can be done by 
Griibner basis methods since this ideal can be understood as an elimination ideal, cf. 
[EiSt] e.g.. Then we know rc,‘((ai)* II ,!?A) and finally, again using Griibner basis 
techniques, a* results as the intersections of these ideals for A E K a: # (1). 
This procedure applies to all *-radicals even if they are not binomial ideals. If how- 
ever the *-radicals of every binomial ideal is again binomial then it seems worthwhile 
to trace back the tree of the algorithm. In fact, at each non-terminal node we pass from 
an algebra A and an ideal a to the two algebras A[X,-‘1 and A/(&) and the ideals 
b = aA[X,-‘1 and c = (a + (_&))/(&). The decomposition law of Proposition 22 yields 
a* = (b* n A) n n-‘(rc(a)*). 
Thus in the case of binomial ideals all intermediate results are still binomial ideals. 
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